
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Literacy 
 P4/5 will be able to access both www.topmarks.co.uk and Sumdog Spelling / Grammar to reinforce spelling, grammar, comprehension 

and practise reading. 

 Children should read as much as possible, preferably at their Accelerated Reader level. To check any book levels of books you have 

at home please use www.arbookfind.co.uk.   Audio versions of most books are also available on YouTube to listen to. 

 You have been given 2 reading books home for enjoyment and your Literature Circle book. Your LC book can be read at your own 

pace. After a few chapters or your own set pages (similar to ones set in class) then please write a summary and 3 questions about 

what you have read. This is what we do daily in class.  

 www.literacyshed.com This website contains lots of film clips that can be used as a stimulus to inspire imaginative writing. Watch a 

clip and then create your own story inspired by it.  

 You can use www.pobble365.com daily for a new picture stimulus for writing or answer the questions shown on the website. 

 A book review sheet has been given, if you wish to review any books you have read. This can also be used as a template to complete 

for any other books you read in your jotter. 

 Scan the QR code using a smart phone or tablet and answer the comprehension questions given in your pack. 

 World book online have made their collection of over 3,000 eBooks and audio books available for free. Simple create a login to 

download as many as you wish!  

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Numeracy and Maths 
 P4/5 will be able to access TopMarks www.topmarks.co.uk to reinforce their skills listed in the ‘topics we have covered in maths box’ 

below. 

 Sumdog Maths - www.sumdog.com/user/sign_in - I will set fortnightly challenges on topics the pupils have covered in class for 

consolidation. Children should login online or download the free app on a phone/ tablet to access the challenges set.  

 Practise times table facts (6, 7, 8, & 9 in particular) on TopMarks maths games. Particularly good games are ‘Hit the Button’ and 

‘Daily 10’. www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/7-11-years/times-tables. Education city logins are provided for some excellent games 

 BBC bitesize at https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/znwqtfr The maths section has class clips on a variety of topics. 

 Maths Workout - www.mathsworkout.co.uk for all areas of maths. (Username: coyltonps Password: share41) 
 Children have recently started learning about symmetry. Can they complete the other half of the Easter egg making sure it is 

symmetrical in pattern and colour? 

 Time – continue looking at the clock in both digital and analogue form (12/24hr format) and reading this in 5-minute intervals. Continue 

to calculate time durations. 

 Daily rigour – 1 have printed a daily rigour sheet which has a consolidation question for each day. This is all previous learning and 

should not be new for pupils.  

 

Topics we have covered in 

Maths 
 Place value  

 Fractions  

 Money  

 Time  

 Probability  

 Algebra/ Function machines 

 Multiplication 

 Data handling  

 Shape  

 Order of operations/ 

decimals/ negative numbers 

(P5)  

  

 

Topics we have covered in 

Literacy 
 Writing – imaginative, 

newspaper reports, 

instructions, persuasive 

argument and recount 

writing. 

 Writing summarise and 

creating blooms questions 

about our reading book 

 New spelling patterns with 

different suffix/prefix 

patterns. 

 

 

 

IDL Projects 
 Our new topic in Term 4 will be 

The Titanic.  

 You could start to research it 

or create a poster, booklet or 

PowerPoint about our The 

Titanic.   

 Create your own model of the 

Titanic with a range of materials 

of your choice. 

 A sheet has been included in 

your homework pack with 

suggested activities. 

 

 

 

Health and Wellbeing 
Tick off these things as you do them at home. 

Make your bed every day   
Do at least 10 minutes of Cosmic yoga at 

https://www.cosmickids.com/category/watch/ or 

available on Youtube. 
 

Help to set the dinner table   Do a jigsaw or puzzle with someone at home.  

Wash the dishes or empty the dishwasher  
Make a model of a planet in Space, using recycled 

materials. 
 

Help an adult to prepare the dinner  Tidy your bedroom.   

Play a board or card game with an adult  Help an adult to bake something yummy  

Plant a seed in your garden or flowerpot  Make up a dance routine for your favourite song  
Create your own fitness routine and do it every 

day. 
 

Zentanlge mindfulness bunnies - design your bunny 

with zentangle patters (example given). 
 

Make a card for a neighbour who may be on their 

own. What could you write/ draw to put a smile on 

their face?   
 

On YouTube, search for Joe Wicks Body Coach 5 

minutes exercise videos. There are lots different 

videos to choose from. 
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https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=homeschool+me+clipart&id=9C15008106F90728EB34774CDD42DFDEA6871999&FORM=IQFRBA
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http://www.topmarks.co.uk/
http://www.sumdog.com/user/sign_in
http://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/7-11-years/times-tables
http://www.mathsworkout.co.uk/
https://www.cosmickids.com/category/watch/

